




Take a long, hard look at this 
photograph of O w e n Paul . 
Peruse those silken skin-

tones, those curlsome, 
cascading locks, those woeful 
baby blues, t ha t . . . er, 
sweatband. Doesn't look much 
like a punk rocker, does he? {No 

! - reader s voice.) Well, that 's 
because he's not! But he used to 
be - for four whole years. Four 
years of jumping up and down in 

- his darkened bedroom 
• pretending to be a bass player 

and sometimes playing wi th 
completely unfamous 
Glaswegian punksters The 
Venigmas. Well, playing is 
perhaps a mite strong -
sometimes he just used to mime 
because he didn't know any of 
the chords! And he only became 
a singer in the first place 
because the resident vocalist fell 
into a sheep-dip (or something) 
and didn t turn up one day! 

Needless to say, though, 
Owen got a bit fed up of all th is 
punk rock non-professional ism 
so he threw in the " towel ", threw 
off his safety pins and jaunted 
off in search of stardom himself. 
And lo! After two tailed singles 

^Jast year, he's finally found it 
with "My Favourite Waste Of 
Time"! And to think, he wouldn ' t 
have recorded this song at all if 
it hadn't been for Bette Midler 
(outrageous American actress 
singer toxtress). . . 

"Yes. I saw her s inging it in a 
I video and I thought it was 

bril l iant!' croons Owen. "I 
played it 60 t imes In one night 
then two days later I recorded 

j my own version . 
— Twenty tour year o ld Owen 
| always reckoned he d be a bit of 
i a star, though leaving his 
I home in the Gorbals in Glasgow 

for the "br ight" l ights of London 
hIx years ago Now he lives in a 
one bedroomed flat in 
Twickenham. "It's all I need. I m 
not very homely 

I What he is. though, is sporty 
f he was once a "soccer" 
I apprentice with Celtic 

(wooargh! cheers! boo! 
I. we wuz robbed. Brian . I 'm 
* sick as a "parrot" etc ) and 

t iujggimys footer tor some outf i t 
dlled Nun,i- I -I And 

vtii in l ie's not running around 
fields (regretting the fact that he 
s m A r s 40 cigarettes a day gasp 
wheezt ) he likes nothing better 
than tt> tuck into a big plate of 
pas ta listen to his Barry 

L'' Maniiow records and th ink about 
l i s t i i u . ti cherished pet turtle, 
am \ \ 

He s tftr only animal I can 
r< l a t « k i t rea t i se he's s low and 
unfei f i i i f idt f ig," states Owen. 

I (Tal$p>r To/ tie writes: I've just 
] .jHitiOlpd tiowynuch my owner 

6looks like ihwd Cassidy!) 
WeilX)b&ei </<Hl Tam. 

F E A T U R E S 
1 2 - 1 3 T H E H O U S E M A R T I N S : Drinking and swearing -

the "Bible Benders"!!! 
introducing 

1 4 - 1 5 B A N A N A R A M A : Who was that blond bloke who climbed into 
the shower with them? Where did they look??? 

2 4 - 2 5 IS T H E R E LIFE O N O T H E R P L A N E T S ? T h e Doctor . 
S igue "Sigue" Sputn ik and Pa t r ick M o o r e are just some 
of the "stars" (geddit?) answering this important question. 

3 2 - 3 5 GEORGE M I C H A E L : Will he become "a cross between Barry 
Manilow and James Last"?!? A nation waits. . . 

4 8 - 4 9 GENESIS : Were they really formed when the world began? 

6 8 - 6 9 B IG A U D I O D Y N A M I T E : Why wouldn't Mick Jones want no 
hippies tramping all over his cows? 

4-9 B ITZ: Bitz In Space brings you news of all the latest cosmic 
happenings, tracks down assorted space debris (like a dodgy old 
M a d o n n a song and T h e W o o d e n t o p s and Lovebug 
Starsky) and charts the history of interstellar groups! 

18 SPOT T H E FISH! Win a fish! Win a Sony Walk"man"! Cosmicly 
scaly competition. 

2 2 RSVP: Hi! I'm an alien with 18 legs and six bottoms and I'd like 
to write to someone similar. 

2 6 E X C I T I N G N E W S of an exciting free gift in the next exciting 
issue of SMASH HITSW 

3 9 - 4 6 Shockingly good P U L L - O U T P O S T E R S of famous people. 
Elvis "The Pelvis"! M o r t e n "Harket" ! David "Bowie '" 
"Big" Country! 

5 3 S INGLES: T h e Bangles. Bil ly Bragg, Pau l H a r d c a s t l e 
and a whole party of new releases. 

5 4 - 5 6 R E V I E W : A-ha live in Australia, some new vidoes from 
Mar i l l ion and K a t e Bush, a book about Les Sputniques, a 
film about S t ing and lots of LPs. 

6 1 STAR TEASER: Find a brain cell and get to work. 

6 3 - 6 5 GET S M A R T : Duran Duran special - absolutely everything 
you could ever want to know about them in the entire universe. 

6 7 H A P P E N I N G S : T h e D a m n e d have a giant "tea party" with 
Doctor & T h e Med ics , and A-ha play some sensible concerts. 

7 3 - 7 5 LETTERS: Poison pen meets Black Type. Grrrrrrrrrrrr. . . 

7 7 C O S M I C CROSSWORD: Well, pretty hard anyway. . . 

7 8 - 7 9 M U T T E R I N G S : All the cosmic clutter of the pop universe - a 
galaxy of megastars and The Great Mutterings Cartoon "Caper". 

8 0 M I D G E URE: Beamed down to the back page. 

S O N G S 
13 T H E H O U S E M A R T I N S : Happy Hour 

2 0 FALCO: Vienna Calling 

2 1 E U R Y T H M I C S : When Tomorrow Comes 

21 Q U E E N : A Kind Of Loving 

3 1 GENESIS : Invisible Touch 

3 1 L O V E B U G S T A R S K I : Amityville (The House On The Hill) 

3 4 W H A M ! The Edge Of Heaven 

4 0 D A V I D BOWIE: Underground 

5 8 PRINCE: Mountains 

5 9 A M A Z U L U : Too Good To Be Forgottefi. 

5 9 B A N A N A R A M A : Venus 

5 9 J A N E T J A C K S O N : Nasty 

7 1 BIG A U D I O D Y N A M I T E : Medicine Show 

71 S U Z A N N E VEGA: Left Of Center 

• S m a s h Hi ts Vo lume 8 Number 13 • Cover: Wham! by Tony M c G e e 

BIG AUDIO D Y N A M I T E 
PAGE 6 8 
These men actually admire Sigue 
"Sigue" Sputnik! 

EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL 
"DEBATE" 
PAGE 2 4 
Bleepbleep frrzzxxxx.. . 

I f 
A-HA IN AUSTRALIA 
PAGE 5 4 
"We want Dag. . .we want 
Dag. . ." Pardon? 

ft 

D U R A N DURAN 
GET SMART SPECIAL 
PAGE 6 3 
Lots of interesting "things". 

T H E H O U S E M A R T I N S 
PAGE 12 
They're quite good. 













































o think, it was only 
eight months ago that I 
was sitting In this very 

hotel, the swish Blakes of 
Kensington, doing what 
would turn out to be the last 
ever Whaml lnterview. 
Andrew was lOlling around In 
something extremely 
fashionable, getting bored 
and making the odd 
"cheeky" remark while 
George was being 
professional and deadly 
serious. It was obvious the 
two had drifted apart -
Andrew into his motor racing 
and gallivanting, George into 
his work. And now the 
Inevitable has happened. 
Wham! have just released 
their final single - an EP 
featuring four songs, "Edge 
Of Heaven", "Battle 
Stations", "Where Old Your 
Heart Go? " and a re-mlx of 
"Wham! Rap" - while In two 
weeks time they play their 
last concert, at Wembley 
Stadium. Then they split 
up . . •  

pening the door of his 
suite, George seems 
in a rather good mood. 

Chatting about the song he 
finished recording last week 
in Detroit with soul "legend" 

Aretha Franklin - a track for 
her LP called "I Knew You 
Were Waiting" - he orders 
some food from room 
service. Although he can't 
seem to stop chattering on 
about Ms Franklin, he's not 
quite so keen to talk about 
the record he's supposed to 
be making with Michael 
Jackson just In case it 

doesn't come off. He has met 
M. J. though. So, Is he a real 
loony? 

"That's what everybody 
said about him, but I got 
none of that weird stuff. He 
was perfectly nice." 

So where did you meet 
him? 

"In his house. But luckily I 
wasn't shown around. I hate 
that. I mean, can you Imagine 
what it's like If you don't like 
what you see? You have to 
go around grinning like a 
loony, saying It's all 
wonderful. I can do without 
that." 

Room service arrives with 
the food - starters first. 

"What Is It?" enquires 
George. 

"It is seagull eggs, " offers 
the walter. "Is good, try one." 
"Urghl" says George. 
"Actually, It's funny .. . the 
minute you think 'seagull' 
you think of the poor little 
thing that laid it. But it is just 

to 

an egg after all. I mean, an 
egg Is an egg ... " 

Nonetheless, we leave the 
eggs firmly in their shells 
and move onto more serious 
subjects - like Andrew. How 
will George be able to 
manage without him, I ask. 
George giggles. "Well, 
obviously It's not going to 
damage my musical output. " 

What a oed! Doesn't he feel 
a bit guilty about saying 
things II that? 

"No, I Ink the pair of us 
ave always been honest 

about that, Andrew more 
than me. There have been 
times when I've slightly 
twisted things because I've 
f protective towards him, 
tjut he's always just come 
clean. Andrew's always felt 

rfectly confident because 
he knew he was there for a 
pu ose and he had every 
right to be there. If I hadn't 
needed him, or I hadn't 
wanted to work with him any 
more, he knows It would 
have ended years ago. 

"It's simple," he 
concludes, "we've achieved 
what we wanted to achieve 
and we've now been given 
the opportunity to finish It off 
better than anyone ever 
before." 

So how does he feel about 
the clalnt of his ex-manager 

Continued over 



- "People _ Q 'oh, "Wake Me Up" • • •  was�t that that pair 
poncing a- oundjp shorts?'." 

Contmued from 
prevIous page 
Simon Napier-Bell (who 
continues to manage 
Andrew) that Andrew will be 
the face of '87, with his 
acting career and his motor 
racing, while George will 
disappear into the studio, 
never to be seen again? 

-"Well, he's just trying to 
stir things up. But yes, in a 
way, that i� what'li happen 
next year. Andrew is going to 
Hollywood, and I will 
disappear for a while. I'm 
writing my solo LP now, but 
I'm not starting to record that 
till next year. And then after 
that I think I'll be taking 
things easy. I've worked my 
arse off for years trying to 
keep this band at the top and 
now I think it's about time I 
h�d a breather. 

bothered by my 
surroundings but when 
people came round I used to 
look at them and I could tell 
they were thinking I was 
mad. I mean, the furniture 
was really old and falling to 
pieces and the hot water 
didn't work and even the 
curtains had fallen off the rail 
in my bedroom! The one I'm 
in now (in central London) is 
nice, but I think it's time I 
bought somewhere." 

He's also promised himself 
a new car next week, but 

life what I earn is out of 
proportion, out of 
perspective, unfair, but I 
don:t f�el guilty because I 
clea,. my pwn conscience by 
giving a'iot of it away. I don't 
make donations and then ask 
for it to be publicised. I just 
do it when I think there's an 
urgent need for something. 
I'm not dOing it so that 
people think I'm the most 
generous person in the 
world. I wouldn't be a pop 
star if I was. I'd be out there 
trying to solve all the,things 

'we're here, this is all there 
is, enjoy it,' That's all. And 
people couldn't take that. . People just thought we were 
prats. We were the first 
group since the days of The 
Beatles who didn't relate 
their personalities to their 
music. And people didn't 
understand that. They 
thought that bloke poncing 
around in the pretty blond 
hair with the shorts and the 
teeth was me! They couldn't 
understand that it was me 
trying to be the ultimate 

THE EDGE OF HEAVEN 
I would lock you up 

But I could not bear to hear you 
Screaming to be set free 

I would chain you up 
If I'd thought you'd swear 

The only one that mattered was me me me 
I would strap you up 
But don't worry baby 

You know I wouldn't hurt you 'less you wanted me to 

It's too late to stop 
Won't the heavens save me 

You take me to the edge of heaven 
Tell me that my soul's forgiven 

Hide your baby's eyes and we can 
You take me to the edge of heaven 

One last time might be forever 
Please don't tell me lies 

It's just a matter of time before my heart Is 
Looking for a home 

I ain't got no more worries 
I'm gonna spend some time with you 

Loving you takes such courage 

"Also I think It would be 
good in career terms to leave 
a space between Wham! and 
the solo career, so the 
public's perception has a 
chance to change. It would 
appear a little Incongr�ous if I 
just went straight on as a 
solo singer. Also it wo�ld 
look like I couldn't wait to get 
rid of Andrew, which Isn't the 
case. 

My daddy said the devil looks a lot like you And don't you think that I know it I know it I know it 

"And after the concert'S 
over I wanUo buy a houJ8. I 
think It's about time I 
invested In something. I 
don't teany want anything 

"An}Nham! �ere 
ever about was 
saying 'we're here, 

his is all there is, 
eojoy it.' And 
p Ie ouldn't 
tak. tha. They just 

u ........ " ... we were 

grand, but I do think it's 
abo-\,t time I got a proper 
placet 

He 9QeS on to explain the 
state of his last flat. "It was a 
real tip! It would have made a 
great centrespread in the 
papers - 'This Is The Tip 
Where George Michael 
Lives!' I've never been that 

You take me to the edge of heaven 
Tell me that my soul's forgiven 

(Filthy) 

Hide your baby's eyes and we can 
You take me to the edge of heaven 

One last time might be forever 
When the passion dies 

It's just a matter of time before my heart is 
Looking for a home 

You take me to the edge of heaven 
You tell me that my soul's forgiven 
Hide your baby's eyes and we can 

You take me to the edge of heaven 
One last time might be forever 

I'm like a maniac at the end of the day 
I'm like a doggie barking at your door 

Don't you tell me lies because believe me baby 
One day you'll wake up on your own 

I ain't got no more worries 
So come and take me back to the place you stay 

And maybe we can do It once more 
I ain't got no more time for you 
Loving you takes such courage 

Everyone's got their eyes on you 
You say I'm dangerous 

But don't worry baby I ain't got no more worries 
I get excited at the things that you do 

And there's a place for us In a dirty movie 
'Cos no·one does it better than me and you 

I ain't got no more time for you 
Loving you takes such courage 

And don't you think that I know it 

• Words and music by George Michael. Reproduced by permission Morrison Leahy Music Ltd • On Epic Records 

only if he passes his driving .
te�t. "I want a Mercedes. It's 
not too flash. Andrew 
doesn't seem to mind 
whizzing about in a Ferrari, 
but I couldn't stand all the 
stares. That kind of car just 
says 'look, I am a star'. I'd 
hate that. I don't feel wealthy 
- you don't unless you flash 
it around and this car Is 
really the first proper thing 
I've bought." 

He could have bought 
loads of things with all the 
money he's made, surely? 
Doesn't he ever feel guilty 
about all that cash?" 

"Well, like a lot of things in 

that are wrong with the 
world. But I'm too selfish to 
do that." 

so whaf does George 
think Wham! will be 
remembered for: the 

songs or the suntans? 
"Hal In terms of the group I 

think we will be remembered 
as an entity. People will say, 
'Oh, "Wake Me Up" .. . 
wasn't that that pair poncing 
around in shorts!'," 

Have you any regrets? 
"No. Not really. All Wham! 

were ever about was saying 

performer, reflecting what I 
saw as the ultimate pop song 
in the only way possible. No, 
what I do regret is that some 
people have misconstrued 
our efforts along the way, 
confusing my personality 
wit� that of the group. And 
that can be quite annoying 
when a whole nation thinks 
you're a prat!" 

"In a way," he elaborates, 
"that was why I knew last 
year that I had to get out. 
That four or five months, 
around 'Go Go' and 
'Freedom' we became the all
time ultimate pin-up band. 
And that was what I thought I 

� . ,./ 

t 
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wanted, but as success has a 
tendency of dOing when It 
finally comes round, you find 
it wasn't really what you 
were after and you have to 
re-evaluate. I could easily 
have carried on like that, I 
think I am a good enough 
actor to have pursued a solo 
career and Wham!, but we 
felt 'why should we?' We 
proved that we did it better 
than anyone else so why 
bother carrying on an image 
that wasn't suited to you 

Corner' was the 'most honest 
thing I've done so far. It was 
very true to �e. In fact it was 
so Personal - and I didn't 
realise I was dOin�it at the 

----nme \"mtil someon pointed it 
out I I couldn't 10. k the 
camera in the eye. It was like, 
you can watch me going 
through this but I can't 
acknowledge that you're 
there, sharing it. It's weird, 
isn't it? " 

any more? I mean, I'm a 

more serious person now. I 
have got rapidly older and I 
know we could have got 
away with it, but why bother? 
It's much better this way." 

So what will George 
Michael, solo artiste, be like? 

"I know exactly what 
everyone will expect of me 
. . . to become a cross 
between Barry Maoilow and 
James Last! Well, the thing is 

I'm not. I think I can now play 
about with my success to a 
larg� degree. I've got two 
audiences that-are both 
prepared to accept me and 
so I've more or less got a 
free rei.gn. 'A Different 

After that we decide it's 
time to open the seagulls 
eggs. "Urgh . .. go on then, 
you do it. " And so, hands 
trembling, George cracks the 
little speckly shell in two. We 
decide that it's obviously 
some post-Chernobyl 
creature and should most 
definitely nol\be put 
anywhere near the mouth. 

And so to the final concert. 
Is he excited? 

"I know exactly 
what everyone will 

. expect of me • • •  to 
become a cross 
between Barry 
Manilow and James 
Last!" 

"Well, yeah. I just think it 
marks the best possible end 
for a group ever. And it 
marks something I thought 
Whllm!, or for that matter any 
other pop group, could 
achieve in this day and age -

to actually become part of 
the fabric of every day life. 
The last people to do that 
were The Beatles, who were 
treated like pOliticians or 
public figures at the end. 

"But on that Saturday, the 
two people you've either 
loved or hated for the past 
two or three years, through 
the papers or on the .radio or 
on the telly, will play their 
final concert at Wembley and 
everybody will know about it. 
That's the thing I like most 
about the idea. We've 
transcended the idea of a 
pop group wtth this concert, 
we've bcome more ,ike an 
event, a tiny part of the fabric 
of society. I couldn't think of 
a better way of going. I just 
hope," he laughs, grimacing 
at the prospect," that it 
doesn't chuck it down all 
OVer us. " 
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zzzzzz .. . This is the life -
spending a lovely hot Spring 
morning wandering around 

the grounds of a posh Surrey 
farmhouse. Down past the pond, 
around the old well and over to the 
lawns where two scruffily dressed 
men are keenly mowing the lawn. 
Oh, and here comes a third, 
ambling over from the cowshed, 
doubtless about to "pot" some 
seedlings or prune some roses. 
Funny looking bloke too - short, 
not much hair, a little plump and 
with his shirt tails flapping .. . 

"Hello, I'm Phil Collins. " 
Fancy that! A gardener with 

exactly the same name as Phil 
Collins, the extremely famous and 
multi-talented pop star I'm here to 
see with the rest of his group, 
Genesis. Hang on. It is the 
extremely famous and multi
talented pop star. No wonder he's 
leading me into the farmhouse, 
through the kitchen and into the 
posh sitting room where a 
pleasant-looking bloke with short 
hair and a funny black and blue 
sweater is sitting. Surely this can't 
be Tony Banks, the Genesis 
synthesiser "wizard" who used to 
have fantastically long straggly hair? 

"Hello, I'm Tony ... " 
Crikey! It is. Next they'll be telling 

me that the vase on the table is 
actually Mike Rutherford, the third 
member of Genesis. But they don't 
- Mike can't be here today 
because he's rehearsing for an 
American tour with his other group 
Mike & The Mechanics. But then 
the members of Genesis are 
always working on several 
thousand different projects at once. 
And, in fact, before making their 
new LP (called, like the single, 
"Invisible Silence") they hadn't 
been together for a year and a half. 
There was even considerable 
speculation that, after the 
enormous success of his last solo 
LP "No Jacket Required", Phil 
wouldn't bother to return to 
Genesis at all. But he did. 

"Why we still do Genesis," 
explains Tony, "is that we feel we 
can do something different with the 
four of us writing together to what 
we do as individuals." 

"Um," says Phil, a touch 
embarrassed, "the three of us. 
Tony's still in 1976 (the last time 
Genesis did have four members)." 
It's obviously been a long time 
since these three have had to be 
interviewed as members of Genesis . . .  
... Genesis now (L-R): Mike Rutherford, Phil Collins and 
Tnnv R::mk!'O 
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P
hil, Tony and Mike have 
been making pop music for a 
long time now. Eighteen 

years to be exact - ever since 
Tony, Mike and couple of other 
posh public school "chums" got 
together in 1968 and formed 
Genesis with Peter Gabriel as the 
singer. Phil joined as a drummer a 
couple of years later, the group 
was "discovered" by dodgy pop 
singer and general media person 
Jonathan King and they became 
one of the most successful 

. 

"progressive rock" groups ever 
(which means they sung very long 
complicated songs about mythical 

They were discovered by Jonathan King and became 

one of the most successful "progressive" "rock" 

groups of the '70s despite the fact that their singer, 

Peter Gabriel, wore a lawnmower on his head. And, 

talking of lawnmowers • • .  

You could be forgiven for 
thinking that Genesis don't think 
too much of today's pop music. 

"I must admit I'm just incredibly 
ignorant of the charts," says Tony. 
"I sometimes look at the Top 30 
and don't know one song in it. If I 
listen to the radio I usually listen to 
Radio 4 - when I do turn on Radio 
1 it's usually only for two or three 
songs. I just find it a bit too 
formularised. " 

Hmmmm. But Phil Collins 
produces or plays drums on just 
about every record in the charts -
surely he's a little better. .. 
informed. 

spiv (the character. played by Phi� 
returns. I enjoyed doing the first 
one tremendously - I thought I was 
good in it and I'm my own best 
critic. It was a big step for me to act 
again after doing it as a teenager -
I had a couple of bad experiences 
then and I thought 'I don't need this'." 

He's investigating all sorts of 
possible film roles including one 
about the '60s great train robbers. 
But he's determined not to repeat 
the mistakes of most pop stars who 
decide they want to be film stars. 

"With people like Bowie," he 
says, "there's a glamour thing, 
whereas I know what I've got to 

... The many "'aces" of Peter Gabriel: Number one: the 
Fish of Marillion �lookM . 

I 
"I must admit I'm incredibly ignorant of 
the charts. I sometimes look at the 
Top 30 and don't know one song in it." 
- Tony Banks 

work with. I'm quite happy to be a 
short, dumpy bloke in a comedy film." 

"A Bob Hoskins reject," sniggers 
Tony. 

A
part from acting, Phil says 
his only other hobbies are 
watching the TV, having a 

quiet drink before popping off to 
bed in the evening and seeing his 
two children (from his first 
marriage) over the summer 
holidays. But even that presents 
problems. 

... ... the utter hippie .. 

creatures with daft names and 
Peter Gabriel pranced around on 
stage with a lawn mower on his 
head). 

"Yes," sighs Tony, "looking 
back, some of our songs haven't 
survived that well, but some of it 
does. But pop music should be 
contemporary - it's for now and it 
should appeal to people who are 
around now. It's important that a lot 
of young people should like what 
we do." 

Certainly they did all those years 
ago. Until, that is, Peter Gabriel 
walked out in 1974. Everyone 
assumed that Genesis would sail 
straight down the dumper without 
their strange, charismatic singer. 
But far from it. After extensive 
auditions to find a new Singer they 
eventually settled on Phil Collins 
(who carried on drumming as well) 
and started writing more long 
complicated songs, still mostly 
about mythical creatures with daft 
names. And, though over the years 
the songs have become shorter, 
the tunes less complicated and the 
lyrics more senSible, Genesis have 
carried on being a very, very 
successful group. In fact they can 
only see one thing that might get in 
their way ... 

"We're crowding the airwaves a 
bit," chuckles Tony, "with Genesis 
and ex-Genesis 'product'. There's 
'Sledgehammer' in the Top 20, 
Mike & The Mechanics doing well 
and Phil's Take Me Home' is still in 
the charts in the States. I'm just 
worried if there's going to be 
enough room for 'Invisible 
Silence'," he laughs. "That's the 
only one I'm really worried about -
the others can all go to hell. 

"The thing is," he says, "it 
proves what I've thought for a long 
time - there isn't really enough 
competition in this particular area 
of music - songs with perhaps just 
a little bit more thought in. Apart 
from someone like Kate Bush, 
there's not many other people 
doing it. .. " 

"Er, no. I'm not. . .  " he says, 
hiding his face in his hands. "If you 
worked in a garage or an office or 
as a commercial traveller you'd 
listen to the radio all day, but when 
I go home from this," he waves his 
hand towards the cowshed where 
their studio is, "you don't want to 
listen to music. I collect records -
I've got thousands of them and 
hundreds of CDs. But I buy them 
saying 'one day I'm going to listen 
to that' and I never do." He 
grimaces. "I. . .  er, sort of think of 
The Police as a new band." 

But he has heard of A-ha. 
"I've met Morten a couple of 

I 
times," he says hesitantly, "he 
seems, er, very nice. What do I 
think of them? Well, it's terrible to 
say what you think without abusing 
people but I really don't like them. 
They're Swedish, aren't they? 
There's just something about them 
that doesn't have any .. . balls. I 
like Tears For Fears because their 
records have a lot of substance but 
some bands are just sort of ... flat." 

He also reckons that "no slight 
on their ability" but it was luck that 
got them there with "that video". 
Videos, you see, are something 

"I'm quite happy 
to be a short, 
dumpy bloke in 
a comedy film." 
- Phil Collins 

that Genesis seem to rather frown 
upon as one of the necessary evils 
of being a pop star in the '80s. 

"We're not in this business to 
make films," explains Tony, "we're 
in it to make music". But having 
said that, Phil is planning to pursue 
his new career as an actor 
following his recent appearance in 
Miami Vice. 

"I spoke to them yesterday," he 
reveals, "and they're writing a 
script for the new series where the 

"It's really hard to do kids' 
things," he says, explaining that 
ever since his photo appeared on 
the sleeves of his solo LPs he's 
been recognised everywhere. "It's 
really hard to go to the beach or 
Disneyland because you always 
have to be rude to people. And I'm 
actually afraid sometimes to go into 
a pub because I know that if I go in 
on my own someone is going to 
come up and talk to me and all I 
want to do is have a drink". 

"I'm virtually never recognised," 
Tony says, "and I wouldn't like to 
be. I love playing music and writing 
music and that's why I'm in this 
business - not to be recognised." 
In fact, he says, he likes a very 
simple life - getting up at seven 
o'clock each morning to have 
breakfast with his children then 
maybe taking them over to play 
with the little Rutherfords. Or just 
pottering around the house or 
garden. Or working on a film score 
(he's just released an LP of the 
best bits of his two scores so far 
including collaborations with Fish 
from Marillion, Toyah and Jim 
Diamond). And generally ignoring 
what's going on in the pop 
business. 

"The whole thing carries on 
regardless of us and we carry on 
regardless of what's happening," 
says Tony. "I think it's because of 
that contrast that we're popular. 
People are looking for things that 
aren't part of the latest fashion." 
And, they say, it doesn't matter two 
figs how old they are or if they 
could be mistaken for the gardener. 

"There's lots of pop stars older 
than us," says Tony. "I was told 
that one of the Pet Shop Boys was 
rather old the other day. Anyway," 
he smiles, "we're still younger than 
the Rolling Stones." 

... .. the singing chrysanthemum. 

... .. the, er ... dressing up as Britannia in New York 
near the Statue Of Liberty .. 

... ... the, urn, putting a stupid red thing on your head 
�rook" . 

... .. and -eek! -as he is now. 
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SINGLE 
OF THE 
FORTNIGHT 
THE BANGLES: Going 
Down To Liverpool (CBS) 
I love The Bangles: they hardly do 
anything and yet they're hugely 
successful. They don't write their 
own hits, they don't always play 
very well "live" and when they 
do play they look soooo 
"nonchalant." But they do make 
wonderful poplicious singles and 
that makes all the difference. 
"Going Down To liverpool" is a 
re-released flop but so what1 -
it's a lovely, bangly, jangly pop 
song that makes you feel that we 
might actually get some 
"summer" at last (if only in three 
minute bursts). 

lAMES: So Many Ways 
(Sire) James are a bunch of 
enthusiastic, cheerful and 
dedicated Manchester "lads" 
who don't seem to give a 
tinker's cuss whether they 
have hits or not. "So Many 
Ways" is a kind of modern 
folky dirge with an uplifting 
chorus built from layers of 
vocal harmony. 
Unfortunately, their fresh 
"live" sound and total lack of 
slick production will probably 
prevent them from getting 
onto the new Radio I 
shrunken swizzaway 
"play"list. Shame. 

AURRA: Like I Like It 
(Ten) Medium-paced 
cocktail bar nightclub disco, 
skipping pleasantly but 
unimaginatively across the 
dancefloor, and slinking 
unmemorably over the edge. 

VAN HALEN: Dreams 
(Warner) Van Halen used 
to be the immaculate overkill 
¥rock" group, featuring a 
"marriage" of the clever 
whiny guitar bits of Eddie 
Van Halen and the ridiculous 
but admirable ballettc poncing 
about of the entertaining 
David Lee Roth. Sadly, the 
charismatic Mr Roth has left, 

and Van Halen have become 
just another rock dinosaur. 
But they do make an effort to 
be exciting on "Dreams", and 
Eddie Van Halen is still the 
only proper rock guitarist 
who is amusing to listen to. 
Er, not my cup of tea, of 
course ... 

PAUL HARDCASTLE: 
Foolln' Yourself 
(Chrysalis) The singer on 
this (Kevin Henry) has got 
quite a nice snappy voice, and 
the beat is brisk, tight and 
crisp - good dancefloor 
qualities, but being a Paul 
Hardcastle song the singer 
sounds like he's not quite 
allowed to let rip and steal 
the show, and like all Paul 
Hardcastle songs, it never 
really takes off. 

TRACIE YOUNG: We 
Should Be Together 
(Polydor) Tracie Young 
used to be just "Tracie ", a 
young thing nurtured into 
teenage semi-stardom by the 
benevolent "uncle" Paul 
Weller, but here she is with a 
much lower (and much 
improved) voice, singing a 
pretty reasonable, sprightly 
chartbound·type "number". 
Not bad, not bad. 

BILLY BRAGG: Levi 
Stubbs' Tears (Go 
Discs) For a long time, Billy 
Bragg has been about the 
only politically motivated 
English singer not to trip 
over a soapbox every time 
he opens his mouth. And all 
he's ever needed is his voice 
and a guitar. But here he has 
added some percussion, 
keyboards, a bit of harmony 

and some "production" - and 
(hey presto!) the coarse 
strength of his old approach 
is gone. It seems a shame, 
especially as his gruff old 
voice is a bit swallowed up, 
but the words and subject 
matter (about the lead singer 
of the Four Tops) are not as 
strong as usual anyway. Oh 
dear. 

DRUM THEATRE: 
Home (Is Where The 
Heart Is) (Epic) Looking 
like the kind of pretty boys 
who formed a group to "be 
famous" rather than to make 
any particular kind of music, 
Drum Theatre have 
"drummed" up a surprisingly 
groovy tune. This one digs in 
earnestly and builds up and 
up, piling on the momentum. 
Never mind the contrived 
ethnic outfits, this record 
could well be a hit. 

INXS: Listen Like 
Thieves (Mercury) A 
steady rocker this one. All 
drums and guitar, slogging 
along at an unbelievably dull 
pace, providing plenty of 
opportunity for some hideous 
macho posing on the video. 
"The pits", as macho rockers 
go. 

BIG COUNTRY: The 
Teacher (Phonogram) 
Another very Scottish guitar 
anthem, monstrously epic and 
a definite case of Stuart 
Adamson taking himself too 
seriously once again. From 
the guitar overkill in the 
beginning, middle and end, to 
the cringe-worthily 
predictable shout of "Hah!" 
halfway through, Big Country 
sound as though they've just 
wheeled out another ode to 
their own majestic 
tediousness, and are really 
becoming a bit of a pain. 

TALKING HEADS: This 
Must Be The Place 
(Sire) Talking Heads now 
have a different British 
record company, so the old 
one are predictably trying to 
make some cash from the old 
stuff. This could mean endless 
tired old re-releases, but in 
the case of a chestnut like 
this one, who cares11t's 
absolutely ruddy marvellous! 
A dreamy little holiday of a 
song that transports you 
away on funny bendy notes, 
interesting choppy beats and 
charming lyrics and is 
just ... yummy. 

PETE MURPHY: Blue 
Heart (Beggars 
Banquet) A long time ago, 
the world was flat and Pete 
Murphy sang songs about 
vampires and things in a 
chilling, doomy band called 
Bauhaus, who were followed 
around by a whole tribe of 
"gothic" punks. Nowadays he 
sings the same kind of songs, 
only sightly funked-up, and 
they sound extremely empty 
and pointless. Someone 
should put a stake through 
his heart. 

LOVE & ROCKETS: 
Kundallnl Express 
(Beggars Banquet) This 
is the rest of Bauhaus, and 
what a nasty little grinder of 
a guitar record they've 
turned up with here. 
"Kundalini Express" sounds 
like a Chas & Dave version of 
The Beatles "Magical Mystery 
Tour", as the old '60s cliches 
are trotted out in the most 
idiotic of ways. Straight down 
the dumper with this one. 

KATRINA AND THE 
WAVES: Sun Street 
(Capitol) Yuki A horrible 
tum-ti-tum rhythm barely 
carrying along some very 
dumb sentiments about the 
simple things in life making 
Katrina feel "free". Oust 
cheap, really ... ) 

FORCE M.D.'s: Here I 
Go Again (Tommy 
Boy) A great big swoony 
croonerama of slush this, and 
listening to it is a bit like 
drinking gallons of 
MacDonald's so-called milk
shakes i.e. very sweet, and 
bound to make you sick 
sooner or later (unless you 
have an unquenchable 
appetite for lipsmacking lurve 
songs and milk-shakes ... ) 

BOX OF FROGS: 
Average (Epic) Featuring 
old Jack-the-Iad cockney Ian 
Dury, gratuitously slagging off 
Mr and Mrs Normal in 
suburbia for no particular 
reasen and with no particular 
wit. A bit of a smug cliche in 
its own way really. Average 
(tee hee). 

ROBERT PALMER: I 
Didn't Mean To Turn 
You On (Island) Well, 
well, it's old smoothie 
features himself, singing -
guess what1 A smoothie song 
with pervy overtones, about 
how he "accidentally" caused 
some "lady" to really fancy 
him (must have been his 
modest charm), but he won't 
come up with the rumpy
pumpy. What a vain cad! Still, 
it's all pretty slick and 
probably destined for high 
places. 
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REVIEW 
QUEEN: A Kind Of Magic 
(EMI) It's hard to believe this is 
Queen's fourteenth album, although "A 
Kind Of Magic" proves that they've 
changed very little since the mid-70s. 
There's the traditional over-the-top 
theatrical rock anthems, but also a 
couple of orchestrated ballads and a 
brilliant Tamla Motown tribute called 
"Pain Is So Close To Pleasure", which 
could have come straight from Diana 
Ross. The album falters slightly with 
some ludicrously self-indulgent heavy 
metal bits and very silly·lyrics (about 
"princes of the universe", 
"immortality", and "having the blood 
of kings ") but apart from that Queen 
are still riding on the crest of a wave 
after live Aid. And, judging by the 
mad scramble for concert tickets this 
summer, they don't seem able to put a 
foot wrong. (7 out of 10) 

Simon Braithwaite 

PETE SHELLEY: Heaven And 
The Sea (Mercury) Pete Shelley 
used to be "frontman" for the 
Buzzcocks, one of the most inspired 
groups to emerge in the late 70s and, 
unlike other angry young men of that 
period, he hasn't become slick and 
sophisticated, just a little less brash. 
His third solo album is a collection of 
lightweight jangling melodies and 
quirky love songs, hugely enjoyable 
except when they occasionally lapse 
into the odd monotonous dirge. 
"Endearing". (7 out of 10) 

Colette Campbell 

Bring On The Night 
(PG, 97 minutes) 

ALBUMS 
STING: Bring On The Night 
(A&M) Usually I can never see the 
point of live albums. They rarely 
capture any of the thrills and spills of a 
performance, but this one is a definite 
exception. Sting works his way 
through some gutsy vocals, jittery jazz 
keyboards, slinky rhythms and driving 
drums. All his best Police and solo 
songs are here, from "We Work The 
Black Seam" to "Demolition Man". 
(7 out of 10) 

Deborah Sippitts 

THE HOUSEMARTINS: 
London 0 Hull 4 (Gol Discs) 
Quite possibly the brightest band in 
Britain, The Housemartins' jingly, 
jaunty tunes and no-nonsense lyrics 
make this, their first LP, a complete 
and utter joy. Sprinting pop this is -
the Hull boys whizzing along with 
sprightly guitars, manic mouth-organ 
and the sweetest of harmonies -
wrapping their worker's party 
opinions in some of the happiest 
sounds ever made. And they sing 
ballads - gospel ballads - and sheer 
inspiration they are as well, just 
trillsome-voiced Paul Heaton, a piano 
and a lot of soul. My Housemartins 
badge now says "The Housemartins 
are quite brilliant". (9'h out of 10) 

Sylvia Patterson 

THE WOODENTOPS: 
Giant (Rough Trade) 
"Giant" is one of the best LPs ever 
made. It's one of those ones that, the 
second you put it on, you feel 
instantly ... um, better - even though 
you weren't particularly miserable in 
the first place. There's a bigger 
variation of noises here than at 
Whipsnade Zoo: flamenco guitars, 
chainsaw guitars, tootsome 
trumpets, organ bleeps, wheezing 
accordians, mad drums and the 
chirpy clippity clop of their famous 
wooden skulls (the name of an 
instrument .. ) Their tunes are jingly, 
tingly, rumbly and breezy - and for 
once the lyrics are happy. Genius has 
come among us ... (and I'm off now 
before I embarrass myself 
completely ... ) (9% out of 10) 

Sylvia "P.S. I Am Mad- Patterson 

"We wanted to make a film about the 
beginning, the formation of a group of 
musicians from different areas," says Sting, 
but in spite of this intention his new film is 
really just about ... Sting. There are lots of 
bits of his group rehearsing and a fair 
amount of concert footage, but huge 
chunks are taken up with Sting's pregnant 
girlfriend, the birth of their child and 
snippets of various people saying what a 
brilliant chap he is. The "live" stuff is 
pretty reasonable but the way that Sting is 
portrayed throughout "Bring On The 
Night" is so flattering that one word 
springs instantly to mind. "Ego". 
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THE SMITHS: The Queen Is 
Dead (Rough Trade) "I had a 
really bad dream/It lasted 20 years 7 
months and 27 days/Never had no 
one ever". Who else but Morrissey! 
Befuddled, beleaguered Morrissey! 
Here he comes again, caterwauling in 
his inimitable fashion, "singing" about 
loneliness, a past lost forever, 
despair, the futility of stupid religion, 
death, that sort of thing. Johnny Marr 
seems to write the music from a 
completely contrary viewpoint, as 
always: "Never Had No One Ever" 
sounds like a sweet lurve song, 
"Cemetry Gates" a fragile "ballad". 
All deliberate, no doubt. The guitars 
are great; some of the words are 
marvellous, others like scratchings on 
a Fifth Form desk (Morrissey = half 
genius half buffoon). The Smiths 
aren't like anybody else. The Smiths 
are quite good. (8 out of 10) 

Tom Hibbert 

GENESIS: Invisible Touch 
(VIrgin) Appearing in Miami Vice 
must have gone to Phil Collins's head 
because the new Genesis LP sounds 
like a collection of theme tunes from 
boring American TV programmes. 
Ideas were bound to be short for their 
umpteenth album, but that's no excuse 
for producing a collection of songs -
about trying to save the world, the 
human race and relationships before 
it's too late - which are more like 
rejects from Phil's solo work. Average. 
(S out of 10) 

Helen Mead 

MARILLlON: 
Marlllion 1981-86 
- The Videos 
(PM I, £ I 4. 99) 
"Hullo evrrybuddy 
out there in 
videoland" peeps 
Fish rather 
embarrassingly, 
sitting in front of 
some TV screens and 
introducing his very own video 
collection. "These videos might seem 
like an Agatha Christie movie- The 
Case OfThe Missing Hair." He jests not. 
This sorry tale of a barnet's downfall 
begins in 1982 with "Market Square 
Heroes" when his locks positively 
flowed. And yet by "Lady Nina" of this 
year they're mere wisps of their former 
selves -obliterated by four years of 
"popdom".ln between, of course, 
there's some tunes' n' �cenes -froml when 
Marillion wore dodgy make-up and 
straitjackets to gate-crashing posh 
garden parties to the kilted, bearded 
and dewy-eyed "angst" of "Lavender". 
All these eight videos have their own 
misty touches, far too much slow 
motion, some very horrible close-ups of 
amazin' fretwork and are very arty (Le. 
you don't know what's going on half the 
time). And each is introduced by one 
member of the group making an 
appropriate "witticism" while the 
others hover about in the background 
trying to look as if they're enjoying 
themselves. Finally, back comes Fish to 
sigh wistfully "Just what did happen to all 
that hair ... !" Never mind, oh watery 
one, soon you'll not only sound like Phil 
Collins-you'll look just like him as well. 

KATE BUSH: 
The Halr OfThe 
Hound (PM I, 
£9.99) Whether you 
like this or not 
probably depends on 
whether you're 
interested in the 
"Mysterious One" 

Sylvia Patterson 

prancing about in a leotard, togged up in 
dungarees or "givin' it loads" encased in 
what appears to be 20 yards of Bacofoil, 
or fancy attempting to figure out the 
obscure storylines. I don't so I'm 
probably a bit of a spoilsport to point 
out that this collection contains only 
four videos -the singles from the 
"Hounds Of Love" album. 

Colette 

Ultra (by Peter Paul 
Hartnett, Virgin Books, 
£3.99) This is pretty 
good going: Sigue 
"Slgue" Sputnik 
have only had two 

_ _ hits and already we 
have the official book. And, as you 
might suppose with such a new group, 
it's not "War And Peace." Instead 
there's hundreds of Polaroid snapshots 
of them and their friends, fans and 
assorted weirdos interspersed with a 
load of waffle about Sputnik clothing 
factories in South East Asia and the 
future of rock 'n' roll. These blokes 
'are having a giggle at someone else's 
expense. 











• All the n.mea on the right ... hidden In the 
dl.gr.m. The, could run horlzont.II" vertlc.lI, or 
dl.gon.II,. Some run b.ckw.rda. But .. member 
th.t the worda .... 11 In .n uninterrupted atr.lght 
line whichever w., the, run. 
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• ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS 
• ACES HIGH 
• AOOICTEO TO LOVE 
• A DIFFERENT CORNER 
• AFRICA 
• AGADOO 
• AGAINST ALL ODDS 
• A GOOD HEART 
• AIN'T NOBODY 
• A KIND DF MAGIC 
• ALICE I WANT YOU JUST FOR 

ME 
• ALIVE AND KICKING 
• ALL AND ALL 
• ALL CRIED OUT 
• ALL FALL DOWN 
• ALL NIGHT LONG 
• ALL STOOD STILL 
• ALL THE LOVE IN THE WORLD 
• ALONE WITHOUT YOU 
• AMIGO 
• AND SHE WAS 
• A NEW ENGLAND 
• ANGEL 
• A NIGHT TO REMEMBER 
• AN INNOCENT MAN 
• ANTRAP 
• APOLLO NINE 
• ARABIAN NIGHTS 
• AUTOMATIC 
• AVALON 
• A WINTER'S TALE 
• AlEL F 

* Answers opposite (and no 
cheating!) 
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Number 5 1M., 21) 
• The winner is Colin Reekie of St 
Monans, Fife. Cosmorilliant! 
Number 61June 4) 
• The winner will be announced in 
the next "issue". The answers are: 

ACROSS: 1 'Lessons In Love'; 7 
'Election Day'; 10 '(The) Heat (Is On)'; 
11 '(Hounds) Of Love'; 12 '(The 
Greatest Love Of) All'; 13 Les 
(Dawson); 15 Eric (Clapton); 16 and 
31 Dukes Of Hazzard; 18 (Simon) Ie 
Bon; 20 'We Bui� (This City)'; 22 Hij; 
24 'Jump'; 26 Tune; 25 Laura 
(Branigan); 29 Emu; 30 Gigs 
DOWN: 1 'Live To Tell'; 2 Sade; 3 
'No Time (To Cry)'; 4 'Icing (On The 
Cake)'; 5 Limahl; 6 '(Sixty) Eight 
(Guns)'; 8 'C'mon C'mon'; 9 '(Rebel) 
Yell'; 12 '(Rock Me) Amadeus'; 14 
SOS (Band); 17 E�on (John) 19; EMI; 
21 (Micha) Elm (cDonald); 22 'Hello'; 
23 '(When The) Tough (Get Going)'; 
24 Jazz; 25 (S) Pear (of Destiny); 26 
'Tug (Of War)'; 27 'Easy (Lover), 
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A SPECIAL 

From every nook they came - a·fluttering and a.muttering onto the Get Smart desk; one zwillion 
pieces of paper with questions about the croon some fivesome on them. No longer can we ignore 
their mounting presence - so, at last, we bring you, The Answer To Every Duran Duran Question 
Ever "Posed" (well, a few of them, anyway). 

Could you tell me where Andy Taylor's restaurant Is and 
what It's like? 
Simon Ie Bon's 14th eyelash on his left eye, Newcastle. 

• Well, it's called (ahem) "Rio" and Get Smart, ever thorough in its 
pursuit of knowledge (i.e. being nosey), sent along starving "reporter" 
Lola Borg and photographer Tim Bauer to find out if it was any good . . .  

L
ocated slap i n  the middle of 
Whitley Bay seafront and 
painted in rather sickly "pastel" 

colours, The Rio Restaurant And Wine 
Bar looks more like a huge Italian ice 
cream than a pop star "haunt". "Andy 
Taylor?" said the bloke outside 
cleaning the menu board. "We've only 
seen him three times in three years." 
Still, we picked our way past the burly 
"bouncers" and into the wine bar. 
Decorated in pale pinks and greens, 
there's lots of neon signs, the 
waitresses, dressed in summery 
clothes, were teetering around on very 
high stilletoes and the place was 
packed. "It's a good place to pick up 
lads," confided the barmaid as we 
made our way up to the restaurant 
section. 

Upstairs the restaurant looked more 
like a Berni Inn than the sort of swish 
eateries you aSSOCiate with Duran 
Duran and, even though it's 9 o'clock 
on a Saturday night, the place was 
empty. We sat near a window 
overlooking the bay and ordered our 
starters - prawn cocktails (£1), which 
turned out to be tiny, rubbery and 
rather tasteless. But when the main 
courses arrived - a Pizza Funghi (i.e. 
a mushroom pizza, £2.25) for me and 
a Sirloin Steak with "Bar-B-O" sauce 
(£5.00) for Tim - they were delicious. 

As we finished the main course, the 
restaurant began filling up with people, 
one of them being Andy Taylor's 
brother Ronnie, who looked more like 
a pop star than most pop stars and is 
something of a regular. 

During dessert (chocolate fudge 
gateau with cream, SOp) were joined 

by Graham Jenkinson, the chef and 
co-owner of Rio. "I've known Andy 
since he was 17," said Graham (who 
claims to be IS¥., ho ho). "We met at 
a social club. He was going around 
boasting about how he'd just drunk ten 
pints." They played together in a 
group called Action until Andy replied 
to an advertisement in a music paper 
for a guitarist. He got the job and 
joined Duran Duran. And, talking of 
that lot, had they ever been to the 
restaurant? 

"Yeah, once," said Graham. "They 
were filming for Razzmatazz up the 
road in Newcastle and they all came in 
with their managers and some other 
people. There was about 15 of them. 
They had their meal and then they 
didn't pay the bill! I was dead miffed'" 

=�::.: -�-- ... . ---- ... � ---_ ... .. 

... RKJ's manager Cameron Hsgg/8 (Ieff) and chef/ce· 
owner Graham Jenkmson. 

But Graham doesn't see an awtul lot 
of his business partner these days. As 
he said: "Whitley Bay is a long, long 
way from Malibu." 
TIN 1110 Restaurant Is at 57 North Parade, 
Whitley Bay, Tyne and Wear NE26 1 NX. At 
the moment it's only open on Friday and 
Saturday niilhts, though the wine bar 
downstairs IS open every day. Booking is not 
always necessary. 

After I sent in my favourite 
Duran record list I thought 
"Hot Diggity" (You thought 
what? - Ed.). Could you find out 
what the favourites of Duran 
themselves are? 
Jill Young, Perthshire. 
• We scoured the high roads, we 
scorched the low roads, we swam 
o'er seas and flew o'er trees and 
managed to "locate" Simon and 
Nick on this one - so here's their 
favourite Duran D.uran records in 
order: 
Simon 
1 "View To A Kill" 
2 "Is There Something I Should 

Know?" 
3 "The Chauffeur" 
4 "Careless Memories" 
5 "Like An Angel" 
(He also "quite liked" "Secret 
Oktober," "Seventh Stranger, " 
"Union Of The Snake" and "Wild 
Boys") 
Nick 
1 "The Chauffeur" 
2 "Secret Oktober" 
3 "Seventh Stranger" 
4 "Union Of The Snake" 
5 "View To A Kill" 

We asked you to write in an tell us 
what you reckoned were the best 
and the worst Duran Duran records 
ever made. And here are the 
results ... 
THE BEST 

1 "Save A Prayer" 
2 "Wild Boys" 
3 "The Reflex" 
4 "View To A Kill" 
5 "Girls On Film" 
6 "The Chauffeur" 
7 "Is There Something I Should 

Know?" 
8 "Rio" 
9 "Planet Earth" 

1 0 "Careless Memories" 
THE WORST 

1 "Wild Boys" 
2 "Union Of The Snake" 
3 "Tel Aviv" 
4 "View To A Kill" 
5 "Careless Memories" 
6 "Tiger Tiger" 
7 "The Seventh Stranger" 
8 "The Chauffeur" 
9 "Nightboat" 

10 "New Moon On Monday" 

Is it true that John Taylor 
sang one of the songs on the 
Power Station LP? I've 
listened to it loads of times 

and I can't tell which one it 
could be. 
Duran fan, Liverpool. 
• That's probably because he 
didn't sing on it at 9-11- it was Andy! 
And the song he sang is called 
"Harvest For The World" . 

When will there be a new 
Duran single and album? And 
Is there no chance of Roger 
staying in the group? 
Karen H. Kai. 
• The new tunes will be out in late 
autumn/winter, "definitely". 
There's no sign of Roger spooking 
back to join the merriment. "He'll 
always have a place in the group if 
he wants it," is the official Duran 
statement, but as that seems 
unlikely they'll just keep on using 
various session rnen in the 
meantime. 

I'm a sailing freak as well as 
a Duran fan so I'm very 
interested in Simon's yacht 
Drum. Is there anywhere I 
can get some information? 
Corine Cupen. 
• If you can wait a bit, the official 
book all about Drum - the race, the 
crew and the whole "adventure"
will be coming out in October. It's 
to be published by Sidgwick & 
Jackson and will be written by 
Simon himself (along with crew 
member Neil Cheston, hal) There 
will also be a film documentary all 
about it later on in the year and 
probably a .video too. Hurrah/glug! 

I was looking through my 
parents' record collection 
the other day and came 
across a Cissy Houston 
(Whitney's mum) LP called 
"Think It Over". I think that 
the cover of Duran's "Rio" 
must be based on Cissy's LP 
because they're very similar. 
Could you find out? 
Someone who loves Neil Tennant a 
lot, Berkshire. 

• The " Rio" sleeve is definitely an 
original - designed by a famous 
fashion illustrator called Nagel. 
Nick, being the arty one, was a big 
fan of Nagel's and drafted him in 
especially for the cover. As for 
Cissy's LP, your parents must be 
the only people on the planet to 
have a copy because we've hunted 
high and low and in and out and 
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and (That's enough places where you've 
looked for Cissy's LP - Ed.). Probably 
it's just the style of the drawings that are 
alike. 

On the sleeve of Arcadia's "So 
Red The Rose" LP there are three 
rather strange drawings of 
Roger, Nick and Simon (I 
presume!) and underneath are 
these numbers - 50, 44, 28, 24, 
50/42,32,20,36/52,32,40,44, 
42. Am I right in saying these 
spell Roger, Nick and Simon? 
And the other numbers on the 
cover spell Taylor, Rhodes, Ie 
Bon and "So Red The Rose"? And 
the ones on the single spell 
"Election Day"? Has anyone else 
thought of this? Do I get a prize? 
Jackie Bates. 

• No - but you're quite right. These 
numbers are a wheeze "invented" by 
Arcadia so they would have an element 
of anonymity (i.e. no-one would guess 
who they were - some chance) and they 
wouldn't just be cashing in on Duran 
fans. Certain numbers correspond with 
certain letters but no-one is spilling the 
beans as to what the code is. So here is 
an instant Get Smart competition: Crack 
the code and three packets of the new 
flavour Hubba Bubba are yours. 

Why does John Taylor not get to 
speak on "The Making Of Arena" 
video? Even Andy gets to talk! 
Duran fan 18311. 

• Why indeed? Was he thrown out of 
the group for a fortnight? Or covered in 
spots? Or had he been sent to Coventry 
after some foolish prank? "No, no, no," 
says a Duran spokesperson. "John 
wasn't in the country at the time and 
when they phoned him up in Los 
Angeles he said he wasn't too bothered 
and that they could make it without him." 
And so they did. But he is fully present 
in all of Duran's other vids. Which are? 
Well, as we're being very "factual" today 
there's: 
• "DURAN DURAN" - a compilation of 
the videos for the first eight singles (up 
to "Is There Something I Should 
Know?") as well as "Lonely In Your 
Nightmare", "Nightboat" and the rather 
naughty one for "The Chauffeur". 
• "SING BLUE SILVER" - an 85 minute 
documentary from fheir 1984 tour with 
lots of "live" songs . 

...---.. 

• "DANCING ON THE VALENTINE" -
the videos for "The Reflex", "Union Of 
The Snake" and "New Moon On 
Monday" . 
• "ARENA" - a 60 minute "film" (i.e. 
with a story) including lots of music from 
the "Arena" LP. 
• "THE MAKING OF ARENA" - a 50 
minute film on how the Arena film was 
made, including interviews with all of the 
group. Except John, that is, 

THE COMPLETE(WELL, AL 
PLANET EARTH 

PLANET EARTH 

• "Planet Earth"/"'Late Bar" 
1" - released Feb '81 

• Planet Earth (Night 
Verslon)"/"Planet Earth"/ 
"Late Bar" 12" 

CARELESS MEMORIES 

CARE!.tSS MEMORIES 

CAliB£S5 19tOUS 

DURAN DURAN .... AN 0l.IWI 

• "Careless Memories"1 
"Khiiniidil" 7" - released April 
'81 

A "Careless Memories"l 
"Fame"/"Khllnadil" 12" 

GIRLS ON FILM 

- GURiaN 
DUR;QN ON FilM 

• "GIrls On Fllm"/"Faster 
Than Light" 7" - released July 
'81 

""to 

• "GIrls On Film (Night 
Verslon)"/"Girls On Film"/ 
"Faster Than Light" 12" 

MY OWN WAY 

SAVE A PRAYER 

• "Save A Prayer"I"Hold 
Back The Rain" (remix) 7" -
released Aug '82 

• "Save A Prayer"/"Hold 
Back The Rain" (remix) 12" 

RIO 

• 
• "Rio"I"The Chauffeur (Blue • "Rio (Part 2)"/"Rio (Part 
Silver)" 7" - released Nov '82 1)"/"My Own Way" 12" 

IS THERE SOMETHING I SHOULD KNOW 

• "Is There Something I 
Should Know"I"Faith In This 
Colour" 7" - released March '83 

• "Is There Something I 
Should Know (Monster 
Mlx)"/"Faith In This Colour" 12" 

UNION OF THE SNAKE 

• "Union Of The Snake"/ 
"Secret Oktober" 7" - released 
Oct '83 

• "Union Of The Snake" 
(12" Verslon)/"Union Of The 
Snake"I"Secret Oktober"12" 

NEW MOON ON MONDAY 

• W.lrd but true .... c. fach Many scientists believe that Pluto (the boring planet) isn't really a proper planet at all. The theory is that n was once a moon of Neptune, the next planet in towards the sun. Neptune, in 



MOST)DURAN DURAN DISCOGRAPHY 

• "The Rene .. "/"Make Me 
Smile (Come Up And See Me)" 
7" - released April '84 

• "The Refle .. (Dence 
MI .. ,"/"The Reflex"/"Make Me 
Smile (Come Up And See Me)" 
12" picture disc 

r 

THE REFLEX 

• "The Relle .. (Dance 
MI .. ,"I"The Reflex"I"Make Me 
Smile (Come Up And See Me)" 
12" 

WILD BOYS 

• "Wild Boys"/"(I'm Looking For} Cracks In The 
Pavement" 7" w�h, clockwise, Simon Ie Bon, John Taylor, 
Andy Taylor, Roger Taylor and Nick Rhodes sleeves
released Oct '84 

• "Wild Boys"/"(I'm Lookin� For) Cracks In The Pavement 
7" group sleeve 

�I . th�� 
wild 

boys •. - . 

• "Wild Boys (Wilder 
Than Wild Boys,"/"Wild 
Boys"I"(l'm Looking For) 
Cracks In The Pavement 12" 

A VIEW TO A KILL 

1 "Duran Duran": "Girls On Film"/"Planet Earth"/"Anyone 
Out There"/"To The Shore"/"Careless Memories"/"Ni�ht 
Boat"I"Sound Of Thunder"/"Friends Of Mine"I"Tel AVlv"
released June '81 
2 "Rio": "Rio"/"My Own Way"/"Lonely In Your Nightmare"/ 
"Hungry Like The Wolf"I"Hold Back The Rain"I"New Religion"/ 
"Last Chance On The Stairway"/"Save A Prayer"I"The 
Chauffeur" - released May '82 
3 "Seven And The Ragged Tiger": "The Reflex"/"New 
Moon On Monday"/"(I'm Looking For) Cracks In The 
Pavement"/"I Take The Oice"I"Of Crime And Passion"I"Unlon 
Of The Snake"I"Shadows On Your Side"I"Tiger TIger"I"The 
Seventh Stranger" - released Nov '83 
4 "Arena" (Live album): "Is There Somethinlll Should 
Know"/"Hungry Like The Wolf"/"New Religion /"Save A 
Prayer"/"The Wild Boys"f'The Seventh Stranger"I"The 
Chauffeur"I"Union Of The Snake"/"Planet Earth"/"Careless 
Memories" - released Nov '84 

IMPORTS & FLEXIS 
• Imports are lorelgn singles and LPs, usually leaturlng the same versions 01 songs you can get In Britain, but often made up Into weird compilations and always In dl"erent SIeeVH. 
No-one Is ever sure (Including the record company) exactly what I. available by a group on 

so It's usually down to browsing around as many big record stora. a. you can. (And 
a small fortune lor something when you find It.) Here's what Get Sma .. found In a 
of shops In London'. Oxford Street • • •  

• "TIger Tiger'" (Japanese 
disco mix a/bum): "The 
Reflex"rUnion Of The Snake"/ 
"New Moon On Monday"l"ls 
There Something I Should 
Know"I"TIger Tiger" 

• "The Refle .. " 12" 
(Spanish Version with different 
sleeve but the same versions 
as Bmish 12") 

• "DMM mega"ml .. es" 
(Gennan Mini Lp): "Planet 
Earth (Night Version)"I"Girls 
On Film (Night Version)"/ 
"Fame"/"KhAniidA"I"Save A 
Prayer (Night Version)" 

• Fle .. 1 Disc including 
excerpts of "Girls On Firm"/ 
"Rio"I"Hungry Like The Wolf"/ 
"Save A Prayer"/"The 
Chauffeur" 

J!:.... 
• "Duran Owan" (Japanese 
version of the first Lp): The 
same as the Bmish LP except � 
also includes "Is There 
Something I Should Know" 

e.,s 
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So says Mick Jones, ex-guitarist with 
old punks The Clash and now singer 
with B.A.D. And he has pretty strong 
views on everything else, too. From 
hippies ("I'm into chasing them out of 
town") to football commentators 
("they're all sychophants") to Doctor 
& The Medics ("yuuuukll"). So what 
does he like! asks Lola Borg. "Sigue 
Sigue Sputnik - they're wicked and 
crucial." Phew! 

T
he first thing that 
strikes you about Mick 
Jones is how thin he is. 

Painfully thin. Why? "Let's 
just say it's because I don't 
eat meat." Well, neither do I, 
but I don't look like a 
matchstick with the wood 
scraped off. He's also a self
confessed hypochondriac: 
perhaps that's why Big Audio 
Dynamite's new single 
"Medicine Show" appears to 
be all about a miracle cure of 
which "just one sip will make 
you welL" 

"I'm ill all the time, but 
I've got no time for doctors," 
says Mick. 

Don's not crazy about 
them either. "Just being in a 
doctor's waiting room is bad 
enough for me," he says. 
"And the magazines are 
always so old! Country 
Life ... and Town And Country. 
Yuk! I say take Smash Hits up 
to all your local doctors, 
folks!" 

But whether he likes the 
medical profession or not, 
Mick clearly has an obsession 
of sorts about doctors. Why 
else should he suddenly start 
singing, for no obvious 
reason: "How would you like 
to be/On Emergency Ward 
Ten with me?", (to the tune 
of a famous yoghurt advert)? 
"What I would give for a 
moment or two/Under the 
plaster of Paris with you-hoo
hoo-hoo". Well! He follows 
this by humming a few bars of 
the theme tune from Doctor 
Kildare (weedy US TV 
doctor). "Dada da da-da-
da .. . But Ben Casey is much 
hipper than Doctor Kildare," 
he proclaims. 

And just who, exactly, is 
Ben Casey when he's at 
home? 

"He was the competition 
to Doctor Kildare, but he 
was much wilder," he 
explains. Like Marcus Welby 
MD (a third weedy US TV 
doctor), you mean? 

"Huh! Marcus Welby was 
soft in comparison to where 
Ben Casey was at. Ben Casey 
was the hardest screen 
doctor - ever!" shouts Mick. 

"Ben Casey would give the 
kiss of life to AIDS victims," 
says Don. 

"Yeah!" chimes in Mick. 
"He didn't care where he 
went or what he did. You can 
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still see Ben Casey in America 
sometimes in the afternoons. 
What we're going to do
because we remember these 
things - we're going to 
phone up Channel 4. Since 
they ain't going to show no 
pop videos they should show 
Ben Casey. So everyone can 
see it then. That's doctors 
and nurses for you." 

Apart from watching 
medical programmes of a 
dubious nature on television, 
Mick and Don are also 
watching the World Cup. Or 
trying to. Mick is watching it 
on video and is three days 
behind. He doesn't have a 
terribly high opinion of 
football commentators, 
though. 

"Football commentators! 
They're all awful. They're a 
bunch of sycophants and 
losers. Definitely. They 
should get a load of syrup of 
figs. (1) But in Brazil, they go 
'GOAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAL!!!!' (he 
and Don shout and scream in 
unison) which is brilliant. Why 
can't they do that here, is all I 
can say." (Because we never 
score any goals probably.) 

... The CWh on che cover of Smash Hits in 
December, 1979. (Hick is third (rom che 
left. .. snigger.) 

Doctors. Football 
commentators. Who else 
doesn't Mick Jones like? 

"Hippies. I'm not into hippies. 
I'm into chasing them out of 
town. I wouldn't want no 
hippies tromping all over my 
cows. I think they should all 



become New Romantics." 
Does Mick Jones like The 

Clash (famous "punk rock" 
group he was in eons ago)! 
He becomes bashful, and 
attempts to skirt round the 
issue. 

'They were about then, 
and we're about now. What I 
did always reflected my 
environment. That's how I 
always did it and it's the same 
now. What I'm into doing 
right now is getting a Super 8 
camera and walking out - just 
there - (he means London's 
Soho) and pressing a trigger 
and making our next promo 
film. It's just great. You go 
out there and it's just great. 
Except it's the centre of the 
film industry and everyone 
would laugh at you if you 
walked down Wardour 
Street with a camera. 

"But I really am going to 
make a film," he continues. 
"A home movie. A little baby 
one, just for myself. For my 
birthday. I like the idea of 
making a home movie into 
your promo. I'm going to do 
it and Don's going to show 
me how because I don't 
know. Ha ha ha." 

Don is a dab-hand behind 
the lens, as a matter of fact; 
he's had something of a 
"distinguished" film "career", 
actually. 

"I made a thing called The 
Punk Rock Movie which was 
shot on Super 8, like a home 
movie," he says modestly. 
Actually, it's quite a famous 
film and "stars" the Clash, the 
Sex Pistols and lots of other 
"punk rockers". He's also 
done squillions of videos. He 
produced all of the videos for 
the Clash, as well as some for 
Public Image, Musical Youth, 
Eddy Grant, The Pretenders 
and even one for Bob Marley. 

"Then in about 1981, Mick 
said 'Look Don, don't waste 
time doing all those stupid 
videos. Come and join B.A.D. 
and make videos for us.' So I 
did." 

But he doesn't make videos 
for them - he plays 
keyboards. He and Mick think 
up the ideas and then 
delegate the video work out 
to someone else. Now he 
doesn't even make horrible 
videos of people playing 
beach-ball when he goes on 
holiday. 

"I never go on holiday. I 
get bored of sun, sea and 
sand. And anyway, I try to 
film something a bit more 
exciting than that. I like neon 
lights and police sirens and 
carbon monoxide and 24 
hour noise. What I've 
stopped doing is making bad 
- oops! - I mean terrible 
videos for terrible groups. 
But if Prince turned round 

and said, 'Don, make a video!' 
I'm sure I'd consider it." 

Don and Mick are both 
rather keen on Prince, and 
are a tinge scathing about the 
rest of the charts. 

"What's Number One!" 
asks Don. "Doctor & The 
Medics! Euuuyuuuuuk! Do 
you know that Norman 
Greenbaum (old hippie who 
recorded the original version of 
·Spirit In The Sky") started a 
goat farm in America with 
the money he made from 
that one record and now he's 
famous for Greenbaum's 
Goat Milk! Doctor & The 
Medics could be some of his 
goats." 

Surprisingly, they're not 
too keen on Chas and Dave's 
"Snooker Loopy" either. 

"I've got to admit it's got a 
catchy tune," says Mick "But 
do I like it! No." 

"I personally don't know 
who's buying these records," 
says Don. "Do you know 
anyone who's got it! No, 
neither do I. These records 
get high in the charts, and yet 
try and find someone who's 
got it. They're probably all at 
Butlins." 

"I only like us and The 
Sputniks," Mick proclaims. 
Don agrees that the Sputniks 
are "wicked" and "crucial." "I 
like them because they've got 
good lyrics - all about 
watches and things." 

What about B.A.D.'s lyrics! 
"Mick writes most of them 
and I'm his apprentice," says 
Don. And the weird bits on 
your records! "They're 
intelligently stolen from the 
media. We see the media as 
an instrument of the '80s. 
Where some people would 
stick in a guitar solo, we put 
in a bit of dialogue." 

What about the fact that, 
in spite of all that, John Lydon 
thinks B.A.D. are a load of 
old codswallop! 

"Well, that means we're 
good," says Don emphatically. 
"That's the new street-speak. 
It's double-speak. I definitely 
take that as a compliment." 

Really! Time, I feel, for a 
change of subject, and it's 
back to the World Cup. 

"My brother Desmond 
says Mexico's going to win 
and he's got 50 quid on it," 
says Don. Mick, though, 
wants England to win. It 
doesn't exactly look hopeful 
though, does it! "Never say 
die." He grimaces. 

"Do you know what Oscar 
Wilde's last words were!" he 
suddenly asks for no apparent 
reason. Of course I do. 'I 
suppose I shall have to die 
beyond my means.' "No! 
'Either that wallpaper goes 
or I do!' * Ha ha ha." 

Big Audio Dynamite: 
B.A.D., mad and dangerous 
to know. Ho ho. 
·He was right. 



If you want me you can find me 
Left of center off the strip 
In the outskirts and in the fringes 
In the corner out of the grip 

REPEAT ABOVE 

When they ask me what are you looking at 
I always answer nothing much not much 
I think they know that I'm looking at them 
I think they think I must be out of touch but I'm 

Only in the outskirts and in the fringes 
On the edge and off the avenue 
And if you want me you can find me 
Left of center wondering about you 

I think that somehow somewhere inside of us 
We must be similar if not the same 
So I continue to be wanting you 
Left of centre against the grain 

And if you want me you can find me 
Left of center off of the strip 
In the outskirts and in the fringes 
In the corner out of the grip 

When they ask me what are you looking at 
I always answer nothing much not much 
I think they know that I'm looking at them 
I think they think I must be out of touch but I'm 

Only in the outskirts and in the fringes 
On the edge and off the avenue 
And if you want me you can find me 
Left of center wondering about you 

And if you want me you can find me 
Left of center wondering about you 
And if you want me you can find me 
Left of center wondering about you 

Wondering about you 
Wondering about you 

And if you want me you can find me 
Left of center wondering about you 
And if you want me you can find me 
Left of center wondering about you 

Wondering about you 
Wondering about you 

Words and music by Suzanne Vega!Sceve Addabbo 
Reproduced by permission Rondor Music (London) Ltd 
On A&M Records 

Covered wagon medicine show 
Take you to a place where 
The healing flows oh oh 
Weak in spirit we got the juice 
Won't save your soul it'll shine your shoes oh 
Treated king to kangaroo 
Santa Fe to Timbuktu oh oh 
Don't be fooled by imitation 
This is the stuff that cured a nation 
We took the tube and the high plains too 
Never stopped long just passing through 
A drop of the laughter of the maids of France 
Makes a hopeless cripple dance oh 

CHORUS 
It was really vile weather 
When we got tarred and feathered 
You CQuid hear the six guns sound 
As they chased us out of town 

Oh oh in India we're all the rave 
Discovered that it's great as aftershave oh oh 
Dropped in the sea just off Japan 
Swapped twenty bottles for an aqua walkman oh 
Immunity from ridicule 
Improves your brains if you're a fool oh oh 
And I read in the Middle East 
They traded some for a hostage release 
Now if you're bald it'll give you hair 
If you got straight trousers it'll give you flares 
Feeling up you'll get depressed 
Out of style here's a brand new dress oh 

REPEAT CHORUS 

The stuff we sell is just the best 
Passing all consumer tests oh oh 
Days of heaven nights of sin 
Voodoo stick and sharks fin 
When all around you seems like hell oh oh 
Just one sip will make you well 
Multipurpose in a jar 
If you ain't ill it'll fix your car 
In days of yore for all bad feelings 
Washing socks and stripping ceilings 
Nowadays it's used medicinally 
For all known human malady oh 

REPEAT CHORUS 

Oh oh 

Words and music by M. jones/D. Letts 
Reproduced by permission Bad Songs Ltd 
On CBS Records 
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Dear Black Type, 
My ambition is to walk through 

the centre of Boston wearing flared 
trousers whilst listening to Neil 
Diamond on my ghetto blaster. 

I guarantee I will do this if you 
print my letter and tell the world 
about the Fabulous Bingo Brothers. 
Maria Spadafora, Boston, Lines. 

The Fabulous Bingo Brothers are 
. . .  erm . . .  "fabulous". Right. 
Altogether now - "Song sung 
blue, everybody knows one/Song 
sung blue, tum-ti-tum-ti-tum-tum 
ad-lib to fade - haw haw you are 
now the laughing stock of Boston. 
Toodle-oo." 

Dear Paul Rider, c/o Black Type, 
I find myself having to sit down 

and write this little letter to you 
after your cover photo on the issue 
May 20. Tedious though it may be, I 
have to explain your MISTAKE. OK, 
so you thought it would look good if 
there were a couple of fish 
actuerrrly swimming across the 
titles. So, you used your "expertise" 
and hey presto ... ! What a wally!! 
The two fish at the top are 
COLDWATER FISH, which means 
they live in cold water, whilst the 
fish surrounding that bloke "Smithy" 
are TROPICAL FISH, which means 
they live in hot (well, warm) water. 
Now, if you still can't see a purpose 
in my letter - (let's face it, neither 
can I really - although a record 
token wouldn't be unwelcome ... ) 
I'll explain - it is 
extreeeeeeeeeeeeemly raaaaaare 
to find coldwater and tropical fish in 
the same tank; so you see, to us 
fish-loving readers (and our Dads
my Dad spotted it first) you appear 
rather foolishl Agreed? 
From Someone whose Dad knows 
more about fish than Paul Rider, 
Lisa Gnmes, Exeter. 

If you cannot, by now, tell the 
difference betwixt a freshwater 
fish and your Dad, then I feel 
very, very sorry for you. 

Dear Black Type, 
I have a complaint, Yes I do. In 

your 20 May "fish", sorry, "ish", on 
page 47: "Coming soon!!! No fish; 
Guaranteed 100% fish-free!" Well, in 
your 3 June "tissue" (oops) on page 
63, what do I see in the top right 
hand corner but Robert Smith 
(huh?) in a "fish" tank, and what else 
in a "fish" tank do I see? (a) The rest 
of The Cure (b) Fish (c) Drum? 
Answer (b). So! Well, what do you 
think about that then (ha!)? Can't 
answer me, can you? 
A person who is gOlng to see 
Simple Minds in concert and is 
loyal to the Thompson Twins, U2 
and Tear For Fears, Ireland. 

If you cannot by now tell the 
difference between a fish i.e. 
smelly thing with ten trillion 
bones and poppy eyes that seem 
to say "Pleeeeeese don't eat me, 
Mister" when it's lying on one's 
plate - yum! - and a photograph 
of a fish i.e. orange blob with gills 
in Britain's Brightest Pop 
Magazine, then you are quite 
clearly, um, ahem . . . .  seem to 
have lost the "thrust" of my 
argument here, viewers. 

Dearest Mr Black Type, Sir, 
May I ask that cartoonist chappie 

who works with your good self, Kim 
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or Kitty or whatever his name is 
(Kipper akterchooerellement), to 
take a good look at a Renault Four 
and draw them properly in future. 
They are, of course, rather bubbly 
and uniquely rectangular in shape 
and not at all "aerodynamically" 
"slopey" as in the last issue. 
Love from someone who was dead 
impressed by the fact that Sir 
"Bryan" of Roxy once owned a 
Renault 4, Essex. 

A Klpper Wllliams not v. well 
drawn Renault 4 

A Black Type ''properly'' drawn 
Renault 4 

Dearest Black Type, 
After reading some of the poetry 

on your page I have decided to 
send you one of my many 
masterpieces. This particular one is 
to the sweetheart of my dreams -
John Craven. 

john john john john john 
Craven Craven Craven Craven 

Craven 
Why don't you read Newsround 

anymore? 
Roger Finn doesn't read it llke 

you 
Do 

Love, 
KG, Banbury Oxon. 

Astonishing. Vaguely 
reminiscent, in its way, of one of 
my own humble "verses" e.g. my 
ode to that muscle-bound glory of 
the miniature screen i.e. Chris 
Quinten i.e. "Our Brian" of 
Coronation Street. Here we go, 
then . . .  

Chris Chris Chris Chris 
What is this 
About your wife and a bit of 

malarkey with an Aussie? 
Is it because she 
Looks 
Like 
A 
Camel? 

Pher-whoooo, eh? "Raunchy" 
stuff! 

My petit papillion Black Type, 
I am a very observant person. 

noticed lots of things in your 
Montreux Festival "report". 

Observation 1. 
Five Star could not be compared 

to the Von Trapp family for three 
reasons: 

1) There were seven children in 
the Von Trapp family; Lisl, 
Friedrich, Louisa, Kurt, Brigitta, 
Marta and Gretel. 

. 

2) The Von Trapps lived in 
Austria, not Switzerland. 

3) The Von Trapp Family sang at 
the Vienna Song Festival, not the 
Montreaux Pop Festival. 

Observation 2. 
The Pet Shop Boys bear 

absolutely no resemblance to Julie 
Andrews and Christopher 
Plummer! Why, 'tis near a mortal sin 
to compare themll Beside Neil 
Tennant's peach-like bottom, Chris 
Plummer's sagging blubber pales 
into insignificance. 
Trix, whose mother bought both the 
1969 and the 1980 edition of the 
Dairy Book Of Home Management. 

Poo. If you had the slightest 
inkling whatsoever you would 
have delved long before now into 
that essential study of the Von 
Trapps ie. Edelweiss: The Lost 
Years by A-Man-With-Very
Stem-Spectacles-And-Ink
Blotches-On-The-Lapels-Of-His
Harris-Tweed-Jacket-With
Leather-Patches-On-The
Threadbare-Elbows. In this 
masterwork of a "tome", one 
gleans the following snippets . . .  

1) After a row with 
"Commandant" Christopher 
Plummer (i.e. Papa Von Trapp), 
Louisa left the family fold and 
wound up as one quarter of those 
Netherlandic warhorses of 
"song", Frizzle S(w)izzle, who 
were so outrageously "trounced" 
in the 1986 Eurovision Song 
Contest (not the Vienna Song 
Festival, you complete juggins!!) 

2) After a "disagreement" with 
Sir Judith Andrewson (i.e. Step
Mama Von Trapp, or whatever 
she's called), Kurt left the family 
fold and ended up singing 
backing vocals for the evil Count 
Roland D'Orzabal and a kangaroo 
in world famous pop duosters 
Sport For All (or something like 
that). 

3) The remaining five children 
retired to Romford where they 

. pursued careers as gentle Carp 
fisherfolk and Mr Byrite 
salespersons. 

4) Anyone who has not noted 
the amazing similarities betwixt 
the Pet Shop Boys' current 
dancefloor "waxing" i.e. 
"Opportunities" and Sir Judith 
Andrewson's latter-day turntable 
"hit" i.e. "High On A Hill Lived A 
Lonely Goatherd" by Norman 
Greenbaum is quite patently 
"deranged" . 

5) I rest my case. 



Dear Editor, 
I found your article on the 

Montreaux Pop Festival both 
disgusting and abhorrent. No less 
than six flippant references were 
made, below photographs, to the 
recent Russian disaster at 
Chernobyl, all of which were in 
appallingly bad taste and obviously 
thought up by someone with an 
extremely immature, sick mind. 

I cannot really say enough how 
sick it made me feel - in particular 
the reference to Chris Heath 
"suffering from terminal radiation 
sickness". Yes, it is "very sad"
sadder still when there are people 
like yourselves laughing at the very 
real and terrible misfortunes of 
others. 
Rebecca Griffiths, West Wickham. 

Dear Black Type, 
Correct me if I'm wrong, but I 

was under the illusion that Smash 
Hits was a music magazine, not a 
propaganda magazine for the 
Labour Party. I am referring, of 
course (of course! - B.T.) to "The 
'Great' Smash Hits Nuclear 
'Debate"'. Debate? Debates are 
where both points of view are 
expressed to aid the public to make 
up THEIR OWN minds. I have 
never read anything quite so one
sided and deliberately biased 
before. Only two popstars provided 
an alternative point of view. 

In view of all this bias, perhaps I 
should present the alternative 
viewpoint, though I do not favour 
politics in pop. Unilateral 
disarmament is national suicide. It 
is the SINGLE thing that prevents 
us from being invaded. Our 
conventional army is petrified 
compared to Russia's. Multilateral 
disarmament is a fool's dream. Of 
course we can trust the Russians to 
disarm. Can't we? Oh. 

Of course, if you don't print this 
letter, it will be another example of 
your appalling bias. I suppose I 
shall get half a ton of abuse from all 
the budding Marxists of your 
readership, but it's worth it to 
present the other point of view. 
Hugo Cawthorne, Cookham Dean. 

Dear Black Type, 
I just thought I'd write to add my 

"two penn'orth" concerning the 
"Smash Hits Nuclear Debate" (17 
June). lf I was a Russian "politician" 
after reading that article I'd be 
rubbing my hands with glee. 

Let us consider for a moment 
what these "socialist" artists want us 
to do: scrap our nuclear weapons 
and hope to God the Russians are 
fairrninded enough to do the same. 
These musicians would have us risk 
being at the mercy of a 
Government who only weeks ago 
thought nothing of keeping 
neighbouring countries AND THEIR 
OWN PEOPLE oblivious to the fact 
that a huge (jisaster had occured 
and they could be in grave danger. 
Kiev townsfolk had no idea for 
almost a: week that they might be 
dying. Are these the sort of people 
YOU want running this country? 

I wouldn't describe these 
musicians as naive - plain bloody 

ignorant is more like it. How long 
do they think they'd last in a 
Communist society? There are two 
things the Russkies don't like: 
People expressing their opinions, 
and those who don't conform 
(nobody has pink hair and ripped 
jeans in Russia). (Been there, have 
you? - Ed.) Nuclear weapons, 
though costly and potentially 
devastating, have managed to keep 
the peace for a long time. Andy 
McCluskey of OMD summed it up: 
Just imagine Gadaffi with the Bomb 
after we've all disarmed in the 
name of Peace! 

Please note that not all of your 
readership are screaming lefties. 
Some of us are quite clever . . 
Michelle Smith. Edgeware. 

Dear 'Blackie' Type, 
I didn't know Level 42 concerts 

were this bad. ' . 
Kieron Donoghue;" SEi1tderland. 

Dear Black "Type", 
The "Club 18--30" - type lechery 

occasionally displayed by Gary 
"Gazza" Davies and Peter "Peter" 
Powell on their respective shows 
was well in evidence when 
referring to R. Palmer's appalling 
vid for "Addicted To Love". "Have
you-seen-that-video?" Pete intoned. 
Yes; Pete, I have. I saw that the 
ageing Mr Palmer had surrounded 
himself with a bunch of 
expressionless "models" pretending 
to play some "instruments", which 
not only looked laughably bogus 
but is actually an insult to real, 
hard-working female musicians 
(even if they are few and far 
between). Said models were all 
made up to look exactly alike, thus 
making them look less like humans, 
and more like DROmS. The 
camera lingered too long over one 
of the droids' "boobs". The droids 
themselves were not "sexy" 
so much as aridly SEXLESS. The 
video as a whole seemed to deny 
basic human individuality: the 
droids as the female slaves of a 
totalitarian state dedicated to the 
precepts of Vogue magazine. 

Palmer's vid was yet another 
example of the way a consumer 
society uses the female body to sell 
The Product, whether it is a trashy 
"newspaper" or razor blades. Rock 
videos are too often among the 
ideas, musically as well as in the art 

• of video making. 
By way of contrast, the brilliant 

"Sledgehammer" video doesn't 
need to resort to boring sexism. 
Miss L.A. Brook, Huntingdon. 

For the fU'St time ever in the 
history of my supremeliciously 
auspicious "pages", I award a 

token'n'towel to a "controversial" 
letter. Why? Because otherwise it 
looks like I'll never get a word in 
edgewise this "ish". BooiAvanti! 

Dear Black Type, 
I am totally disgusted with the 

singles review. Sigue Sigue Sputnik 
would choose their single to be the 
single of the fortnightl Some of the 
reviews they gave other people 
were terribly unfair especially the 
one for D. C. Lee. It should not 
matter if they hate Paul Weller and 
as for saying they hate her records 
- well, how do they know they hate 
that one if they hadn't even heard 
it? This to me is unfair judgement. 

I am a Bucks Fizz fan and have 
been for quite a long time. I don't 
care what anyone says - they still 
have the quality they used to have. 
They must be the most courageous 
group around since their coach 
crash in 1984. At least they can sing! 
Would Sputnik have thought of their 
fans as much as Mike Nolan did, 
wanting to go back singing even 
though not 100% fit? 

Even though they have not had a 
hit for a long time this doesn't get 
them down and they still manage to 
dress smartly. The boys, Bobby 
Gee and Mike Nolan, dress like 
men and don't wear high heels as I 
have seen Sputnik wear. So, if 
Sputnik want to slag off someone 
else they should try looking in the 
mirror and listening to themselves 
first. And if anyone wants to slag off 
Bucks Fizz I think they should think 
of December 1984 and think of the 
courageousness shown by this 
(more fizz in my bum, as Sputnik 
put it) group. 
Mike Nolan's sexy legs, Redhill, 
Surrey. 

Dearest Sir Black, 
I was reading the May 21 issue 

when I had the misfortune to turn to 
the singles reviewed by Martin 
Degville and Neal X of Sigue 
"Sigue" Spunkit (sic). 

Neal's comment on "Vienna 
Calling" by Falco made me fall 
about laughing and if I had not 
been wearing my corset I fear I 
would have split my shades. He 
said quote "He's singing in German 
which is quite clever, but records 
sung in German are never hits in 
England" unquote. Where has he 
been for the last few weeks to have 
not heard of "Rock Me Amadeus"? 
'Nuff said. I rest my case. Dish cloth 
please? 
Clyde, A Hound Of Love XX 
Lancashire. 

Dear Type "Noir", 
I can go one better than Andre 

Widdows (this is my "friends" name 
- I want to embarrass him, arf, arl), 
Norfolk, of your May 21 issue. We 
used to have an extremely 
wonderful Mickey Mouse windey
uppy thing. His legs went flip flop, 
flip flopl He could also belly flop 
and splash rather a lot. So there, 
pooh-sticks to Andre Widdows' 
"friend". 

Au revoir! 
Sarah Hickmand, Bucks . 

That's nothing. I used.,to have a 
wind-up Emlyn Hughes (stupid 
football person) frightmask which 
lit up, made a squeaky voice and 
was extremely horrible to anyone 
from South America. (Actually, I 
didn't, but it's the thought that 
counts, ain't it?) Byeeeeeee! ! ! ! 

-:JII"' .5 
-



off ninety-two years early to be sure of arriving on time, If, once there, you decided to drive to Pluto (the boring planet), you would have to allow a further 6800 years and 1 2,000,000 (twelve million) petrol station 
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1 Dlr. Straits Brothers In Arms 
2 Dlr. Straits Alchemy Live 
3 Th. Cur. Staring At The Sea 
4 Kat. Bush Single File 
5 Phil Collins No Ticket Required 
6 Qu •• n live In Rio 
7 Que.n Greatest Flix 
8 Roxy Music The High Road 
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. 10 Madonna Virgin Tour 
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• The first correct entry out of the matter 
transporter gets HMV's top ten 
videos (at the time of going to press), 

• ACROSS 
1 and 3 down See photoclue (4,6) 
3 and 7 That 'come on down' TV game-show (3,5,2,5) 
7 See 3 across 
8 and 6 down Bronski Beat's double plea (4,4) 
9 TV news reader Ford 

1 3  Mary Mouni provides a hit for Wham (anag 2,4,3) 
14 "Would 1 --- To You?" (Eurythmic:s) 

1 5  Brooks found in "What Have You Done To Me Lately" 
1 6  Type of chameleon that proved lucky for Culture Club 

1 7  Madame Butterfly, for instance 
19 "Nothing ------ Just Buggin" (Whistle) 

21 Glad tidings that accompany Huey Lewis 

25 Where Sister Sledge once got lost (2,5) 
28 An angel just like "Sledgehammer" Peter? 
29 Klrsty Mac:Coll wasn't looking for a new one 
30 Dream seat of learning headed by Nic:k Laird·Clowes 

• DOWN 
1 Did Spitting Image get clucky with this one? (3,7,4) 
2 Was it produced for Queen by Paul Daniels? (1,4,2,5) 
3 See 1 across 
4 U2's man in Sister Sledge 

5 Mrs Fairclough, as educated by Michael Caine 
6 See B across 

10 She helped the Toy Dolls to an elephantine hit 
1 1  Soul queen Franklin 
12 An odd title for a Patti LaBelie-MIc:hael Mc:Donald 

duet (2,2,3) 
1 8  Diana and I provide Status Quo's Francis 

A happy chunk of reggae Culture 
Did Rod Hull get the bird with this? 
Once famous Swedish supergroup 
"---- To Tell" (Madonna) 

Small magazines in A·ha 
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• Swiu! Mutterings is in a 
very big sulk indeed. Not 
even a whole page, eh? 
Trying to force Mutterings to 
include even less scintil lating 
pop "gossip" and rumours 
than ever belore, eh? Well 
Mutterings is having none of 
it. (Get on with it - Ed). In 
fact, Mutterings is going to 
take one big breath, get rid of 
all those stupid dots and fit 
in even more than usual. 
Errrrrrrooooooow.. Did you 
know that Madonna was 
rejected three years ago for a 
part in the Kids From Fame 
TV show or that Falco lIew a 
51t tall £350 teddy bear Ii rst 
class (at a cosl of £1,200) 
from New York buying it 
champagne and cakes on the 
way or that Ihere's a very 
strange rumour thai Pete 
Wylie's going to sing with 
Frankie Goes To 
Hollywood or that Lloyd 
Cole earnl £164 for Sport 
Aid at the Sub Club, Glasgow 
by dancing (snigger) or thai 
George Michael passed 
his driving lest first go and is 
nipping around town in sister 
Melanie's black Volkswagen 
or that Boy George is also 
learning to drive in a 
£19,000 Ford Granada 
Scorpio or that Samantha 
FOI is giving up doing 
disgusting and very tacky 
Page Three "topless" photos 
next March to concentrate on 
"singing" or that Prince 
recently got locked in a 
broom cupboard with his 
manager while on the run 
from photographers or that 
the Boomtown Rats 
probably have split up 
because two of the members, 
Johnny Fingers and 
Simon Crowe, are forming 
a new group called Gung Ho 
or that when "actor" Dolph 
Lundgren bought $25,000 
worth of clothes from swanky 
designer Giorgio Armani to 
celebrate finishing Rocky IV 
his "gir""'friend" Grace 
Jones burnt them because 
they were "too cissy" or 1hat 
Grace Jones' new LP will be 
called "Inside Story" or that 
Feargal Sharkey has 
finally confirmed rumours 
that he's left his wife and 
also has a sore throat or that 
Haircut 100 may reform to 
play with Nick Heyward at 
Wham!'s Wembley farewel l  
concert or that Madonna 
wore a t-shi rt saying "Italians 
Do It Better" on the set for 
the video for her new single, 
"Papa Don't Preach", or that 
Nik Kershaw refused an 

offer from Phil Collins to 
produce his LP because Nik 
wants to do it himself or that 
Keren from Bananarama is 
to marry male "model" David 
Scott-Evans or that Ouy 
Osbourne has just acted in 
an American TV fi lm as a 
preacher campaigning 
against rock'n'roll or that 
Mick Hucknall of Simply 
Red was called "Brillo Pad" 
at school because he was 
always cleaning the oven, 
sorry because of his hair or 
that after filmin9 his new vid, 
"Time", Freddie Mercury 
bought everyone an ice 
cream or that Clive Jackson 
from Doctor & The 
Medics plans to get rid of 
his sil ly hairdo soon or that 
Wine Aid is being launched 
in France with all proceeds 
from drinking bottles of 
"plonk" going to Africa from 
which they hope to raise at 
least £5 mill ion or that Big 
Country's new t-shirts are 
made in Ethiopia in an 
attempt to help boost their 
economy or that Suggs from 
Madness was offered the 
role of Colin in Absolute 
Beginners but opted out after 
he sprained an ankle in 
rehearsal and decided he 
wasn't that good a dancer or 
that Jerry Hall says she 
doesn't want to marry Mick 
Jagger until he "grows out 
of this adolescent whim to be 
a rock star" or that Sigue 
"Sigue" Sputnik plan to 
sell 8 one minute ads on 
their first album "Flaunt It" 
for £1 ,000 each in ten 
regions of the world raising 
£80,000 for themselves or 
that Janet Jackson went 
nude swimming in her 
private swimming pool 
recently and embarrassed all 
the security guards who 
could see everything on their 
televisions or that apparently 
Andrew Ridgeley has 
announced plans to marry 
"model" Donia Fiorentina 
saying "there's no use 
waiting any longer - we're 
already like an old married 
couple, staying home and 
arguing about who's the 
better cook" or that Boy 
George has spoken out 
about how false it is being a 
pop star because the fans are 
"doing it to everybody - l ike 
when you drive past an A-ha 
gig and you see your most 
ardent fans waiting outside" 
(rather strange considering 
A-ha have only played "gigs" 
in Australia and, as he's 
learning to drive, George 

should be looking at the road 
anyway, thinks Mutterings) 
and says that "A-ha are just 
here today and gone 
tomorrow" or that George 
Michael has been voted in 
a poll The Man Women 
Would Most Like To Go On 
Holiday With to which a 
spokesperson is supposed to 
have commented "he is very 
flattered that so many ladies 
would want to accompany 
him on holiday - he would 
love to go but doesn't have 
the time" (what a boring 
spokesperson, eh pop 
toffettes?) or that before anti
apartheid demonstrations at 
Queen's concert in Sweden 
guitarist Brian May was 
quoted as saying "going to 
South Africa was the best 
thing we ever did. I don't 
regret one minute of it. 
People who criticise us are 
all faggots and can QO jump 
in the lake" - "Brian's quotes 
were misrepresented" 
squirms another 
spokesperson - or that 
Californian Norman 
Greenbaum who wrote 
"Spi rit In The Sky" is 
according to one 
"news"paper working as a 
short-order chef in a cafe in 
Santa Rush and is in  rather a 
"sorry" "state", while 
according to another he's a 
"very successful goat farmer" 
and Greenbaum's goat's milk 
is apparently the best selling 
brand in California - yum! -
or that Vix from We've Got 
A Fuzzbol And We're 
Gonna Use It recently 
boasted "we're everything 
Sigue 'Sigue' Sputnik 
would love to be - including 
female" and admitted that in 
contrast to "the Sputniks" £4 
million record deal (a lie 
anyway) "we've just si9,ned 
one for 38p" or that Billy 
Idol l ives in a one-room 
New York apartment with a 
photo of Elvis Presley on 
the wall and chocolate milk 
in the fridge and says he 
l ikes America because "on 
American radio they wi I I  say 
'Elvis is the King of 
rock'n'roll, he has melted the 
hearts of mil l ions and wi l l  
live in our hearts forever'. It's 
great. In  England they just 
say 'he got fat' , "  and sneers 
about his old mate Tony 
James and Sigue "Sigue" 
Sputnik. "It was really too 
bad. I was just about to send 
the telegram 'great number 
one, Tony"? 
PerrrruuuFFFF . . . . . . No? 
Well, you do now. 

THE GREAT 

� ACA:J/\s up lanc.c. MI' RI 1cI(i' 
1(".,,,, , o-a ACtM ... f6� \  

• Andrew Ridgeley b y  Michael Shaw, 
Dunm urry, Belfast. 
"This is a consistent, confident drawing. And it's kicking a man 
when he's down - always a good basis for a cartoon. This reveals 
some sort of truth about Andrew Ridgeley. Nice and cruel. "  

- 1(':;' -,-- � 
• The Damned by A.L.Davis, St Helens. 
" I  really like this because it's loose and animated and full of life 
and it looks as if the artist really enioyed doing it. I like Dave 
Van ian's tongue coming out - he looks like a wild animal with his 
teeth. Very noisy. " 

• Sigue " Sigue " 
Sputnik by 
Helen Bateman, 
Worcester. 
"This is good because it 
makes them look so pathetic. 
I like Frightmask's glassy 
stare and his silly fat face. II's 
especially good because it 
shows them going shopping 
- a mundane act which iust 
doesn't go with their image. 
Frightmask looks like he's 
gal a skin disease - I like that. " 

• Sigue " Sigue " 
Sputnik by 
Andrew Bass, 
M i lton Keynes. 
"This is quite surreal again -
with a singing frightwig - and 
it combines an anti-SSS ioke 
with an anti-George Michael 
joke which is quite clever. II's 
a very slick drawing - like a 
fashion drawing with those 
long legs, or a drawing from 
an Italian science fiction 
comic . "  



CA TOON 'CAPER' CONTEST - THE ESULTS 

D
raw a cartoon featuring a pop celebrity (or celebrities) of your own 
that's what Mutterings asked, putting up as bait four original and 
utterly priceless works of "art " by Smash Hits very own, entirely 

:wingorilliant Kipper Williams as first prize. And - blomey! - your drawings 
md assorted scribbled "wit " came a-spooking in by the vat-full. Tony Hart, 
3at your heart out, murmured Mutterings as it waded through more than 
2,000 bits of portraiture which ranged from the awful to the demented to 
·he . . .  entirely brilliant. And now, following a solemn, exhausting judging 

ssion conducted by a team of "experts " (i.e. Mutterings and Kipper 
'1 ams in person) the results are in. One jumborilliant first prize winner 

below) and a morass of "runners-up " (who each receive a Mutterings 
at'n'Handy Senior Artistes Kit as a "consolation" prize). Well! So here, 

ith "comments" from K. Williams himself, is the final score. 

THE WINNER 
Sigue " Sigue" Sputnik by Chris Sykes, Pangbourne, Berks. 

"This is the ideal combination of a good joke, good caricatures and nice 
details like the bottle in the microphone stand and the writing on Tony 
James' glasses (it says "/ can 't see with al/ this writing "). A very cynical 
cartoon which doesn't flatter them in any way or pander to accuracy but still 
works. It's a very original way of drawing their hair - Tony James' looks like 
a cross between a Christmas tree and a spaceship. " 

A Madonna by 
Fiona Coleman, Chatham . 
" She's exaggerated all the right bits - the 
heavy lids, the 'full' lips. and I love the nose: 
it's all snubbed up and makes the mouth look 
like a big, red cavern. It gets Madonna's 
toughness across, her flooziness. her common 
tartness . . . I think Madonna would hate it. Sean 
Penn certainly WOUld. " 

IS HE THE 
NEXT JAMES 
BOND? . . .  

A John Taylor by 
Gary McGillivray, Liverpool. 
"This is a very accomplished drawing. though I 
wonder if he's made the face quite fat enough. 
The mouth is just right and the eyebrow's good 
- though it's more of a Roger Moore-type 
eyebrow than a John Taylor one. The joke's not 
that brilliant, but you can't have 
everything. " 

A Phil  Collins by Anon. 
"This is really funny because it 
looks nothing like Phil Collins 
at all except for the head. Phil 
Collins has got a little, pOinty 
nose and this has got a fat, 
stubby nose. I think Phil 
Collins would take great 
exception to this which is 
always a healthy sign " . 

_ __  IIIII" _ IfI' U. 1II . 

Bono by Janine Winterburn, 
Weston-Super- Mare. 
• "This is quite a good joke because It makes 
you think back to that one incident last year - and 
it's sort of possible that this could have actually 
happened. This is quite a good caricature. too. 
Bono's not a particularly easy subject. He has 
small eyes. They're quite big here but that's 
alright because he's supposed to look surprised 
and horrified. " 

.... Eurythmics 
by Nichola 
Mostart, 
Kilbu rn,  
London 
"This has got a 
silly feel about it: I 
think she didn't 
know what Dave 
Stewart's body 
looks like so she 
covered it with that 
stupid, enormous 
guitar. I like his feet 
- they make him 
look like a wobbly 
toy. It makes him 
look silly and her 
look assertive -

""_rll-- with those broad 
shoulders - as if 
it's her that wears 
the trousers . "  

"This i s  alarmingly good of Cliff and the way he's s o  bronzed makes the others look really 
unhealthy. The spots on Vyvian and Rik are good - they've got yellow heads on them and 
you can imagine them being squeezed. It's not so good of Rik - he looks more like 
Kenneth Williams - but Cliff is uncanny because there's something slightly unnatural and 
disturbing about him. He's like one of Frankenstein's monsters: there's something creepy 
about him in real life, and this captures it. The artist has put a nice touch of modesty in the 
corner too: 'A very unfunny cartoon', it says." 




